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BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting:

Global Cybersecurity Consultancy
The Challenge

The Solution
Successful businesses are built on trust. Trust in products and services, trust in and
among your employees, and trust by customers in your brand. Cyber-attacks take
advantage of this trust to access and disrupt your business. To protect the trust in your
organization, you need a security partner that can help you respond, identify, and
prepare for ongoing cybersecurity threats.

In the face of an
increasingly complex
cybersecurity threat
landscape, BlackBerry
Cybersecurity Consulting
works to analyze, size and
mitigate the risks particular
to your organization.

BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting has the deep expertise with decades of security
research and development, to help you protect your users, products and company data. Traditional security consultants
test to find holes, and then go home just as the real work begins. BlackBerry will be there to help you navigate a
growing range of threats to products, growth, and corporate data. BlackBerry Cybersecurity Consulting will support
your organization from product development to network management.

Global Leader in Security
The world's leading organizations as well as national government agencies rely on BlackBerry products and services
to secure their mission critical operations. BlackBerry has the in-depth knowledge and investigative experience to
help organizations identify and mitigate today's increasingly sophisticated threats. In verticals prone to attack, such as
Banking, Insurance, Healthcare, and Transportation, BlackBerry security teams provide the expertise and guidance to
defeat persistent, well-funded attacks. Our customers include 100% of the F100 Commercial Banks, 10 of the 10
largest law firms, and 16 of the G20 governments.

An Individualized Approach
The world's leading organizations as well as national government agencies rely on BlackBerry products and services
to secure their mission critical operations. BlackBerry has the in-depth knowledge and investigative experience to
help organizations identify and mitigate today's increasingly sophisticated threats. In verticals prone to attack, such as
Banking, Insurance, Healthcare, and Transportation, BlackBerry security teams provide the expertise and guidance to
defeat persistent, well-funded attacks. Our customers include 100% of the F100 Commercial Banks, 10 of the 10
largest law firms, and 16 of the G20 governments.

Security Assessments
Penetration testing services carried out to
recognized standards including NCSC
CHECK and OSSTMM. Our highly
accredited consultants will assess
vulnerabilities in any infrastructure,
device or configuration, including SCADA
and CNI. We also provide physical
security assessments including social
engineering.

Event Handling/Response
Our SIEM Team will enhance and
implement incident monitoring and
response capabilities and support
imbedding efficient and robust processes
to minimize the impact of any breach.

Digital Forensic Services
Investigation and Analysis for both
internal and legal proceedings as well as
data recovery and media analysis. We
can deploy First Responders quickly to
secure Chain of Evidence working to
ACPO guidelines

Training & Certification
Providing internal and on-premise
security courses covering general staff
security awareness and social
engineering as well as enhancing internal
skillsets through Secure Code
Development and our recognized QSTM
Pen Tester qualification.

Governance, Risk and Compliance
With in-depth knowledge in the regulated
market space our consultants can guide
and support accreditation for numerous
certifications including PSN, ISO27001,
GDPR, PCI DSS and beyond.

Security Strategy
Leverage our extensive knowledge,
research and development of security
products and practices to help build the
right cyber defense for your business and
processes.

Threat Intelligence
Extended assessment that will consider
the real life threats to any organization
based on industry and strategy and
consider what threat actors present the
greatest risk, including management of
3rd party ecosystem.

Secure Engineering/Design
Whether looking to build a secure
platform or deploy an effective IoT
capability, our specialist security
engineers can advise on secure
architecture design, deployment and
supply chain management.

About BlackBerry
BlackBerry is securing a connected world, delivering innovative solutions across the entire mobile ecosystem
and beyond. We secure the world's most sensitive data across all end points – from cars to smartphones –
making the mobile-first enterprise vision a reality. BlackBerry is a GDPR compliant, ISO22301 & ISO27001
certified company.
Founded in 1984 and based in Waterloo, Ontario, BlackBerry operates offices in North America, Europe, Middle
East and Africa, Asia Pacific and Latin America. The company trades under the ticker symbols “BB” on the
Toronto Stock Exchange and “BB” on the New York Stock Exchange.
For more information, visit blackberry.com/cybersecurity
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